Good afternoon Chris,
I have been asked by the property committee to remind you that at our previous meeting we
categorically informed you that no vehicles were to be allowed to drive up the path in Parish Wood
this has happen for the last three days and the Town council consider this is an important issue.
Please inform us of your intended actions.
Best regards
David

Hi David,
Over the years FBOG have bent over backwards to help the FFAS for the benefit of the residents of
Filey, including allowing access over our land when requested. An agreement was made with SBC for
access to the Tip via the Country Park. Unfortunately this still hasn’t materialised, the last we heard
the routes were still to be approved by Planning and the Contractors also hadn’t made the ramp
usable for vehicles. As we were working to a time frame set by the timber merchant re delivery this
meant that the 4 tons of timber for the Heligoland had to go to site via Parish Wood, carried up by
James Whittaker using a flatbed trailer. This was the only option left to us by SBC. We also had to get
39 x 20kg bags of postcrete plus all the fixings and tools required for building the Heligoland on site
with Natural England kindly providing us with the use of one of their vehicles as none of our
Members has a 4x4.
Yet again we were aggrieved with the aggressive tone that Filey Town Council approached us
regarding an issue. We told you via the online Meeting what we would be doing as circumstances
dictated, which unfortunately left us with no other alternative but to proceed as we did. We suggest
you contact SBC to obtain an update on the routes across the FFAS.
Stay safe
Chris

